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Abstract: This paper proposes a de-noising method where the detection and filtering is based on unsupervised classification
of pixels. The noisy image is grouped into subsets of pixels with respect to their intensity values and spatial
distances. Using a novel fitness function the image pixels are classified using the Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) technique. The distance function measured similarity/dissimilarity among pixels using not only the intensity
values, but also the positions of the pixels. The detection technique enforced PSO based clustering, which is
very simple and robust. The filtering operator restored only the noisy pixels keeping noise free pixels intact. Four
types of noise models are used to train the digital images and these noisy images are restored using the proposed
algorithm.
Results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed technique. Various benchmark images are used to
produce restoration results in terms of PSNR (dB) along with other parametric values. Some visual effects are
also presented which conform better restoration of digital images through the proposed technique.
Keywords: image de-noising • mean square error • particle swarm optimization • peak signal to noise ratio • random valued
noise • salt and pepper noise • training image
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1.

Introduction

Digital image processing plays an important role in various application areas such as medical, satellite, underwater,
robot vision, etc. Image de-noising is the primary preprocessing to all image analysts since digital images deteriorate
during acquisition, storage and/or transmission. Traditional filters are common methods for image de-noising. The
averaging or median filters are not sufficient operators for suppressing the impulses in the images, especially when
these are highly contaminated. It is very difficult to preserve the fine details and textures of an image. Median filter
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[1] performs well but removes thin lines and dots, distorts edges and blurs fine textures even at very low noise density.
The weighted median (WM) filter [2], center weighted median (CWM) [3] filter and adaptive center weighted median
(ACWM) [4] filter are improved version of median filters. The switching median filter has an impulse detector which is
used prior to restore the noises. An iterative pixel-wise modification (MAD) [5] is a robust estimator of the variance used
to separate noisy pixels efficiently from the image details. The tri-state median (TSM) filter [6] and multi- state median
(MSM) filter [7] are also available in literature which have an appropriate number of center weighted median filters. The
progressive switching median filter (PSM) [8] performs the noise detection as well as filtering. The signal-dependent
rank ordered mean filter (SD-ROM) [9] is a switching mean filter which uses rank order information for impulse detection
and filtering. A directional weighted median filter [10] has also been proposed in the literature to remove random valued
noise in the digital images. This filter performs well but it has high computational cost. The second order difference
based impulse detection rule [11] utilizes 3 × 3 window to detect and filter the random valued noises in the image but
does not perform well when images are highly corrupted. The switching median filter MDWMF [12] is used to remove
this type of noises in the images. Some noise removal operators based on improved median filtering technique proposed
by Mandal and Mukhopadhyay are ANDWP [13], EPRRVIN [14], VMM [15], GADI [16], PSO based ANDWP [17] and
PSO based EKSI [18]. These filters perform well for the digital images polluted with random valued impulse noises.
Some of the most recent noise removal techniques dealing with salt-and-pepper and random valued impulses are proposed
by Srinivasan and Ebenezer [19] which is a fast and efficient decision based algorithm for removal of high-density impulse
noises (EDBA), Nair, Revathy and Tatavarti [20] which is an improved decision based algorithm for impulse noise removal
(IDBA), Ng and Ma [21] which is based on a switching median filter with boundary discriminative noise detection for
extremely corrupted images (BDND), Nasimudeen, Nair and Tatavarti [22] which is a directional switching median filter
using boundary discriminative noise detection by elimination (BDNDE) and Nair and Raju [23] which is a fuzzy-based
decision algorithm for high- density impulse noise removal (FBDA). EDBA takes less processing time and ensures good
edge preserving quality but the smooth transitions between the pixels is lost. FBDA has been proposed to eliminate
various problems of existing filters but still the noise detection rule of FBDA is not so strong and subsequently it
suffers in sensitivity and specificity issues. Two recent filters devised in the domain of wavelet for noise suppressing are
Adaptive Complex Wavelet Technique [24] and Silva et al. [25]. The ACWT method is based on second order derivative
of Gaussian filter and on the steerable complex wavelet construction. When the images are highly noisy these methods
are not so good for denoising the digital images. An adaptive median filter based on unsupervised classification of pixels
has been proposed by Mandal and Mukhopadhyay [26] recently to remove the impulses from the digital images which
considers all the four types of noise models. The technique proposed a K-Means based unsupervised pixel classification
for noise detection and filtering operation. This paper suggested an empirical window for noise filtering and prior to
that the noise density is estimated in the image. This technique suffers from high computational cost and poor clustering
algorithm.
This paper proposed a novel technique to detect and suppress all four types of noise in the digital images for a
varying noise density from 1% to 100%. Recently particle swarm optimization (PSO) [27] has been applied for image
clustering [28] and it has been shown that PSO based image clustering can obtain better performance than K-means. In
PSO, a swarm of individuals (called particles) is considered where each particle represents a candidate solution to the
optimization problem. Each particle is flown through the search space, having its position adjusted based on its distance
from its own best position and the distance from the best particle of the swarm. The performance of each particle is
measured by a fitness function which depends on optimization. In PSO based clustering, the design of good fitness
functions for PSO is important to ensure the quality of clustering. Various fitness functions have been proposed for PSO
based clustering. The proposed operator detects and restores the noisy pixels in a test image where the noise detection
operator depends on the PSO based clustering algorithm completely. A novel distance function in conjunction with the
conventional Euclidean distance function has been proposed for PSO based pixel classification which can provide more
compact clusters and larger separation between the cluster centroids compared to K-means clustering. After the image
clustering the noise detection and restoration stages work. A 3 × 3 window based noise detection and then an efficient
filtering method has been proposed in this paper to restore the noisy pixels. Some user parameters of the clustering
algorithm have been empirically determined.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The noise models are explained in section 2. Section 3 discussed the
Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. Section 4 described the PSO-based image clustering technique. Section 5
performs the noise detection and filtering operations. Experimental results and discussions using some benchmark
images are provided in section 6. Conclusions are given in section 7.
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2.

Noise models

Four types of training images are generated on the benchmark images by applying four different noise models with a
varying noise density. The noisy images are used for evaluation of the purposed algorithm along with comparisons with
existing operators. Each noise model is explained as follows:
• Noise Model 1: The noise is defined as salt-and-pepper noise (SPN), where pixels are randomly contaminated by
two fixed extreme intensity values, 0 or 255 in case of 8bit monochrome image generated with equal probability.
For example, for each image pixel intensity value yi,j the corresponding noisy pixel will be xi,j , in the probability
density function of xi,j is

p

: for x = 0

2
(1)
f(x) = 1 − p : for x = yi,j


p
: for x = 255
2

• Noise Model 2: This model is similar to model 1, except that each pixel might be corrupted by either "pepper"
noise (i.e., 0) or "salt" noise with unequal probabilities. That is,

f(x) =




p1

: for x = 0

1 − p : for x = yi,j


p2
: for x = 255

(2)

p=p1+p2 is the noise density and p1 6= p2.
• Noise Model 3: Instead of two fixed values, impulse noise could be more realistically modeled using two fixed
ranges which appear at both ends with a length of m. For example, if m is 10, noise will equal likely be any
values in the range of either [0, 9] or [246, 255]. That is,

p


 2m
f(x) = 1 − p


p
2m

: for 0 ≤ x < m
: for x = yi,j

(3)

: for 255 − m < x ≤ 255

p is the noise density.
• Noise Model 4: This model is similar to model 3, if m is 256, then noise will equal likely be any values in the
range of [0, 255]. That is,

p1


m
f(x) = 1 − p


 p2
m

: for 0 ≤ x < m
: for x = yi,j

(4)

: for 255 − m < x ≤ 255

p is the noise density. This noise model is known as random valued noise (RVN). This type of noise model is
most difficult to detect and restore.
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3.

Particle swarm optimization (PSO)

PSO is a population based stochastic optimization technique modeled on the social behavior of bird flocks [27]. In PSO,
the algorithm maintains a population of particles, where each particle represents a potential solution of the optimization.
Each particle is assigned a randomized velocity. The particles are then flown through the problem space. The aim of
PSO is to find the particle position that results in the best evaluation of a given fitness function. Each particle keeps
track of the following information in the problem space: xi , the current position of the particle; vi , the current velocity
of the particle; and yi , the personal best position of the particle which is the best position that it has achieved so far.
This position yields the best fitness value for that particle. The fitness value of this position is called pBest. There is
another parameter simulated by PSO, called global best (gBest). For gBest, the best particle is determined from the
entire swarm. The best value tracked by the global version of the PSO is the overall best value (gBest), obtained so far
by any particle in the population.
The PSO changes the velocity of each particle at each time step so that it moves toward its personal best and global
best locations. The algorithm for implementing the global version of PSO is as follows:
1. Initialize population of particles with random positions and velocities on a d-dimensional problem space.
2. For each particle, evaluate the desired optimization fitness function of d variables.
3. Compare particle’s fitness with its personal best value (pBest). If the current fitness is better than pBest, then
the pBest value is set equal to the current value and the pBest location equal to the current location in the
multidimensional space.
4. Compare fitness evaluation with overall previous best value of populations. If the current value is better than
the global best (gBest), set gBest to the current value of current particle and set the global best position to the
position of current particle.
5. Change the velocity and position of the particle according to Equations (5) and (6), respectively.
vp (i + 1) = h(i) ∗ vp (i) + Ψp ∗ rp ∗ (xpbp (i) − xp (i)) + Ψg ∗ rg ∗ ((xgbp (i) − xp (i))

(5)

xp (i + 1) = xp (i) + vp (i + 1)

(6)

Ψp and Ψg are the positive learning factors respectively. rp and rg are random numbers in [0, 1]. i is the
generation number in [1, IMAX ]. IMAX is the maximum number of generations. h(i) ∈ [0,1] is the inertia factor. fpB (i)
and fgB (i) are the pBest value and gBest values at ith generation, respectively. xpB (i) and xgB (i) are the personal
and global best positions of pth particle at ith generation respectively.
6. Loop to step 2 until a termination criterion is met. The criterion is usually a sufficiently good fitness or a maximum
number of iterations.

4.

PSO based unsupervised classification

In this paper a PSO based clustering technique has been incorporated as a preprocessing step prior to the enhancement
of image quality. To describe PSO based image clustering method various notations are used, for different attributes.
Np , Nc , zp , mj , Cj and |Cj | denotes the number of image pixels to be clustered, total number of cluster centers, p-th pixel
of the image, mean or center of cluster j, set of pixels of cluster j and the number of pixels in cluster j respectively. In
PSO-based image clustering, a single particle represents the Nc cluster centers. Each particle xi is constructed as xi
= {mi1 , ..., mij , ..., miNc } where mij refers to the j-th cluster centroid vector of the i-th particle. The Euclidean distance
function is used in optimization to find the distance and/or similarity between the pixels in the image. Vector containing
the X-coordinate (say x), Y-coordinate (say y) and pixel intensity value (say z) are used to obtain the Euclidean distance
between two pixels. The difference between two pixels termed as gray level distance as well as their spatial distance is
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calculated in the proposed distance function. The proposed Euclidean distance function between the i-th pixel and j-th
pixel in the image matrix is given in eqn (7).
d(x, y, z) =

q

w1 ((xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2 ) + w2 (zi − zj )2

(7)

In the Euclidean distance function, two different weights are assigned to two different distances, the spatial distance and
gray level distance. The spatial distance has been assigned with less weight over the gray level distance. The intensity
value similarity/dissimilarity of any two pixels is given with more weight over the positional similarity/dissimilarity of the
pixels. The intensity value difference between the pixels are multiplied by a weight factor w2 =0.5 where as coordinate
level difference is multiplied by w1 =0.1. For all types of benchmark images used in this paper, weights are w1 < w2 .
• w1 =0.1
• w2 =0.5
The PSO-based algorithm for clustering is given in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 PSO based Clustering
Input: Gray Scale Image Matrix
Output: Cluster Index Matrix with Nc Number of Clusters
Symbols: tmax = Maximum number of iterations
d(zp , mij ) = Euclidean distance given in eqn. (7) between the p-th pixel zp and the centroid of j-th cluster of particle i.
Z = a matrix of pixels assigned to clusters of particle i
Begin
Initialize each particle to contain Nc randomly selected cluster centers
for t = 1 to tmax do
for all particle ∈ i do
for all pixel ∈ zp do
Calculate d(zp , mij ) for all clusters Cij
d(zp , mij )=min∀c=1,...,Nc {d(zp ,mic )}
Assign zp to Cij
Calculate the fitness function f(xi (t),Z)
end for
end for
Update the personal best and global best positions
Update the cluster centroids using equations (5) and (6)
end for
End

The fitness function proposed by Omran and Salman [28] has been associated in the proposed clustering technique
based on three evaluation criteria: intra-cluster distance, inter-cluster separation and weighted quantization error. The
intra-cluster distances of all the clusters are measured and the maximum one among all the clusters is selected in dmax
which is defined in eqn. (8).
(
)
X
dmax (Z , xi ) = max
d(zp , mij )/ |Cij | ,
(8)
j=1 to Nc

∀zp ∈Cij

where Z is a matrix representing the assignment of pixels to clusters of particle i. A smaller value of dmax means that
the clusters are more compact.
Inter-cluster separation distances for all clusters are measured and the minimum distance between any two clusters is
calculated using eqn. (9). A large value of dmin means that the clusters are well separated.
dmin (xi ) =

min

{d(mij 1 , mij 2 )}.

∀j1,j2,j16=æ2

(9)

Recently Esmin et al. [29] used the quantization error function in the clustering algorithm of image pixels which calculates
the average distance of the pixels of a cluster to its cluster centroid, followed by the average distances of all clusters
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Figure 1.

Four directions of an 3 × 3 window where the center pixel is under consideration

and hence calculates new average. The problem of Esmin et al. [29] is that any cluster with one pixel would affected
the final result with another cluster containing many pixels. Suppose i-th particle in a cluster which has only one pixel
and very close to the centroid and there is another cluster that has many pixels which are not so close to the centroid.
The problem has been resolved by assigning the same weight to the cluster containing only a single pixel with another
cluster containing many pixels. The weighted quantization error proposed by Esmin et al. is given in eqn. (10).
Qe =





X
∀j=1 to Nc




X
∀zp ∈cij


 
d(zp , mij )./Cij |. |Cij |/ N0  ,


(10)

where N0 is the total number of data vectors to be clustered. The fitness function is constructed by intra- cluster distance
dmax , inter-cluster distance dmin along with the quantization error Qe function. The fitness function used to minimize
f(xi , Z ) [30] which is given in eqn. (11). Here zmax is the maximum intensity value of the digital images which is 255 for
8-bit gray scale images. In the optimization function, equal weights are assigned to the three distance functions. The
fitness function is given to the PSO based optimization technique and which minimizes the value of f in each generation
to make the noisy image well clustered.
f(xi , Z ) = dmax (z, xi ) + (zmax − dmin (xi )) + Qe

5.

(11)

Noise detection and restoration

Based on the classification of the pixels of the noisy image, detection and filtering rules are applied to detect and restore
the noisy pixels. Some assumptions and property of a noise free digital image are made in the proposed algorithm for
detection and filtering operation. The noisy image matrix and the cluster index matrix are used for noise detection.
An 3 × 3 window or neighborhood of the pixel under consideration is given in figure 1. There are four directions in
the 3 × 3 test window where in each direction the center pixel is to be classified as noisy or noise-free. If the center
pixel is classified as noisy by the proposed rule based technique then it is restored using its 3 × 3 window based
neighboring pixels. When the pixels in a particular direction of the 3 × 3 test window belong to a common cluster then
it is considered that they lie on an edge. As the pixels present on an edge have similar intensity values. The detection
and filtering rule is proposed and outlined in algorithm 2. The probabilities of various options based on 3 × 3 are as
follows.
• If nine pixels belong to nine different clusters, total number of pixels (Np ): total number of dissimilar cluster
centers (Nc )=9:9. The case may be interpreted as extremely noisy.
• When Np : Nc = 9:8, then only two pixels among nine belong to same cluster. Under this circumstance the test
pixel is also noisy.
• If Np : Nc = 9:7, then only three pixels among nine are similar. If these three pixels lie on any direction in the 3
× 3 test window given in fig. (1), then the center pixel is noise-free. Otherwise it is treated as noisy. When all
the three pixels of any direction of a 3 × 3 window belong to same cluster then it is obvious that they lie on an
edge.
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• Consider situation where Np : Nc = 9:6, four among nine pixels are similar. In this case, at first an operation is
performed to find whether there exists any edge in the test window. If edge is found then the test pixel is noise
free, otherwise we check whether the test pixel is one of the pixels of the four similar pixels or not. If it belongs
to the set of similar pixels then the test pixel is treated as noise free.
• If Np : Nc = 9:5, five pixels among nine of the test window are similar. All other possible cases are as follows:
Np : Nc = 9:4 or 9:3 or 9:2. For all these cases, if any edge found in the 3 × 3 test window then the test pixel is
noise-free. If no edge found as well as the center pixel belong to the cluster center where the maximum number
of pixels of the test window does not belong to then it is noisy.
• Consider the case where Np : Nc = 9:1, the window is homogeneous. All the pixels of the test window are similar
and hence the test pixel is noise-free.
Algorithm 2 Noise detection and restoration rules
1. Detection : All nine pixels of the 3 × 3 window belong to nine different clusters. Then the center pixel is noisy. This type of
window is called as heterogeneous window.
Restoration : As all pixels are detected as noisy, averaging or smoothing filtering is used to restore the noisy pixel. In the 3 ×
3 window, select the direction in which the standard deviation is minimum, as in this case the pixels are most closely clustered.
Compute the average of the three pixels present in a particular direction of the test window. Replace the center pixel of the
window by the average value.
2. Detection : All nine pixels of the test window belong to same cluster. Then the center pixel is noise free. This type of window
is known as homogeneous window.
Restoration : No filtering method is applied in this case. The center pixel is kept unchanged.
3. Detection : Four directions are considered in the test window as four edges may exist around the center pixel. If all the three
pixels present on any particular direction belong to same cluster then that directional pixels are considered to be present on
any edge. In that case the center pixel is noise free.
Restoration : No filtering method is applied in this case. The center pixel is kept unchanged.
4. Detection : The center pixel is not present on any edge and only neighboring three pixels belong to same cluster. In this
case, if the center pixel belongs to the cluster center in which the neighboring three pixels also belong to then it is not noisy.
Otherwise it is noisy.
Restoration : Replace the noisy pixel by the centroid of the cluster where three neighboring pixels belong to.
5. Detection : Four or more neighboring pixels around the test pixel belong to same cluster and the test pixel also does this then
the test pixel is noise free. When four or more pixels belong to cluster center Ck and the test pixel belong to cluster center Cl ,
and Ck 6= Cl , then the test pixel is noisy.
Restoration : Find the centroid value Ck , where the four or more pixels belong to. Replace the test pixel by Ck .

6.

Results and discussion

The performance of the proposed filter has been evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively through simulation and
analysis. Eight bit gray scale benchmark images Lena, Cameraman, Liftingbody and Barbara are used to evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithm. The fitness function given in the eqn (11) is used for PSO-based clustering. For
complete set of experiments following parameters are used:
• Number of particles for Cameraman image =[15,20].
• Number of particles for Liftingbody, Barbara and Lena images =[10,15].
• Maximum number of generations (Imax ) for Liftingbody, Barbara and Lena=[5,8].
• Maximum number of generations (Imax ) for Cameraman =[10,12].
• Number of cluster centers = [15,25].
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• Learning factors Ψp and Ψg =2 for all images clustered.
• Inertia factor h(i) ∈ [0,1].
Maximum number of particles chosen for the simulation of Cameraman image is 20, because this image is of size 256 ×
256. The number of particles chosen for Liftingbody, Barbara and Lena images is 15, because of the image matrix is of
size 512 × 512. Less number of particles has been chosen because of time complexity and during real life applications
the size may vary as per convenience of the user. The maximum number of iterations (Imax ) is chosen in the range of 10
to 12 for the proposed PSO-based noise removal algorithm. The algorithm evaluates a maximum of 240 fitness functions
because it executes the 20 particles for 12 iterations and then the restoration result is generated. The maximum number
of cluster centers used for the PSO based algorithm is 15 to 25. Two important user parameters such as the number
of iterations and number of cluster centers are empirically determined through the observations and experiments of the
restoration results. The value of the cluster center is varied in the specified range and the best results are taken.
The inertia factor h(i) is initialized as 1 and it decreases to 0.1 when it reached final iteration. The inertia factor has
been minimized in each iteration to obtain good global search ability at the beginning of the iteration and eventually
to obtain good local search. The results obtained are compared with the existing filters against four different noise
models. Various graphical representations of the results using different attributes are also given to substantiate the
performance of the proposed technique. Benchmark images are trained using low (30%), medium (60%) and high (90%)
noise density using all noise model. The performance of the proposed filter are compared and validated with existing
operators available. Both the proposed and the existing algorithms are implemented for comparisons and the algorithms
are executed in ACPI uni-processor Laptop with Intelr Pentiumr U4100 @ 1.30 Ghz CPU and 2.00 Gbyte RAM with
MATLAB 8a environment.

6.1.

Parameter and performance metric

The performance of the proposed operator is measured quantitatively using peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and
image enhancement factor (IEF) as metrics. The aim is to maximize the value of PSNR using eqn. 12, as a result the
equation is used as fitness f of the proposed filtering operator. Here M and N are the dimensions of the input images
respectively. I1 , I2 and I3 are the original, enhanced and corrupted images respectively.

f(I1 , I2 ) = PSNR(dB) = 10 ∗ log10

1
M∗N

2552
P
2
m,n [I1 m, n − I2 m, n]

!
(12)

Image enhancement factor is defined as
P
2
m,n [I1 m, n − I3 m, n]
IEF (I1 , I2 , I3 ) = P
2
m,n [I1 m, n − I2 m, n]

6.2.

(13)

Comparisons

Comparisons of restoration results of the proposed filter has been done extensively with existing algorithm through noisy
images corrupted with four types of impulses of varying density of noise from 10% to 100%.

6.2.1.

Filtering with noise model 1

Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the restoration results based on comparisons of PSNR (dB) and IEF values obtained using
existing operators with proposed technique. Noise model 1 is used to train Liftingbody images corrupted with three
types of noise densities such as 30%, 60% and 90%. From the values given in these tables, it is clear that the proposed
operator outperforms most of the existing algorithms. Lena image is also corrupted with 10% to 90% noise density and
then the proposed algorithm is applied on these images with the noise model 1. Two different performance matrices
viz, PSNR (dB) and IEF are measured to compare the outcome with some state of the art filters. Figures 2 and 3 are
representing the comparisons of PSNR (dB) and IEF values with the existing operators. From these two graphs it is
seen that the proposed operator outperforms the others when the image is highly corrupted. Noisy images for noise
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Table 1.

Comparison of results in PSNR (dB) and IEF for Liftingbody image at 30% noise density.

Performance Metric SMF AMF EDBA IDBA BDND FBDA Proposed
PSNR (dB)
IEF

Table 2.

28.12 31.99

38.38

40.71

52.03 127.25 185.16 352.63 436.94 553.24

33.63

36.43

37.37

617.11

Comparison of results in PSNR (dB) and IEF for Liftingbody image at 60% noise density.

Performance Metric SMF AMF EDBA IDBA BDND FBDA Proposed
PSNR (dB)
IEF

22.34 26.29 29.58

34.15

39.23

27.64 68.67 146.36 186.46 233.01 419.33

30.63

31.62

509.76

model 1 are given in fig. 4 that of restored images are in fig. 5. From these figures it is clear that proposed algorithm
obtains better results in all levels of noise integration (30%, 60% and 90%) for Lena and Cameraman images.
The performance of the proposed technique has also been compared with existing filters such as standard median
filter (SMF), adaptive median filter (AMF), directional weighted filter (DWMF) and advanced filters like boundary
discriminative noise detection by elimination filter (BDNDE) and fuzzy based decision algorithm filter (FBDA). These
are shown in fig. 6. Here Lena and Cameraman images are contaminated with 80% noise level using model 1. From
visual fidelity of the figures, it is obvious that the proposed technique gives better noise suppression quality and better
preservation of edges. Figure 7 gives the qualitative results of restoration when the Liftingbody and Barbara images
are corrupted with 30% noise with model 1. From these figures it can be inferred that the proposed technique obtains
better restoration results.

Figure 2.

Table 3.

Graph representing comparisons of PSNR (dB) for Lena image for 10% to 90% noise density

Comparison of results in PSNR (dB) and IEF for Liftingbody image at 90% noise density.

Performance Metric SMF AMF EDBA IDBA BDND FBDA Proposed
PSNR (dB)
IEF
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14.77 20.57 23.90 26.06 27.73

28.29

37.86

7.23 27.52 59.27 97.46 143.03 162.61
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Figure 3.

Graph representing comparisons of IEF values for Lena image for 10% to 90% noise density

Figure 4.

First row shows the original Lena and Cameraman images from left to right. Second, third and fourth row shows the noisy images with
30% (low), 60% (medium) and 90% (high) impulses with noise model 1
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Figure 5.

Figure 6.

6.2.2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

First row shows the resultant images from 30% noisy Lena and Cameraman images from left to right. Similarly second and third row
show the corrupted images with 60% and 90% noise injection based on noise model 1

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(d)

(e)

(e)

Comparisons of visual effects in restoring 80% corrupted Lena and Cameraman images with noise model 1, using (a) SMF (b) DWMF
(c) BDND (d) BDNDE (e) Proposed.

Filtering with noise model 2

Experiments have been carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed technique on Cameraman and Lena
images trained through noise model 2. These digital images are corrupted with 30%, 60% and 90% noise densities with
model 2. The visual restoration results are given in fig. 8 which reveals that the proposed operator performs well for
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(a)

Figure 7.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Comparisons of quantitative results in restoring 30% noisy Liftingbody and Barbara images with noise model 1, using (a) SMF (b) AMF
(c) EDBA (d) IDBA (e) BDND (f)FBDA (g)Proposed.

noise model 2.

Figure 8.

6.2.3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Visual effect of restoration results on Lena and Cameraman images with 30%, 60% and 90% noise densities based on noise model 2

Filtering with noise model 3

Simulation has been carried out and results obtained are compared with existing techniques to evaluate the quantitative
and qualitative performances of the proposed technique on noise model 3. Fig. 9 shows 100th row of the noisy, original
and restored Cameraman image corrupted with 100% impulse noise through noise model 3. From the figures 9(b) and
9(c), it is clear that the restored row is very much similar to the original row, in spite of high contamination of the
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Table 4.

Comparisons of qualitative results in PSNR for Lena image with noise model 4.

Filter

40% noisy 50% noisy 60% noisy

SMF [1]

27.64

24.28

21.58

PSM [8]

28.92

26.12

22.06
22.14

MSM [6]

29.26

26.11

SD-ROM [9]

29.85

26.80

23.41

PANKAJ [11]

30.90

28.22

24.84
26.57

DWM [10]

30.64

29.14

EPRRVIN [14]

32.86

30.71

28.23

GADI [16]

32.90

30.87

28.49

Proposed

35.22

33.70

32.13

Cameraman image.

(a)

Figure 9.

6.2.4.

(b)

(c)

a, b and c represent the 100th row of original, noisy and restored Cameraman images respectively, with 100% noise density on noise
model 3

Filtering with noise model 4

Lena image is trained using noise model 4 and the proposed technique has been applied on it to validate it. Table 4
shows the restoration results on the image corrupted with 40%, 50% and 60% impulses. In this case m=256 which
generates the training image with the noise density varied on noise model 4. From this table it is seen that proposed
technique outperforms the existing algorithms with a wide margin.

7.

Conclusions and future scope

This paper proposed a novel, robust and general method for noise detection and filtering which enhanced the noise
restoration quantitatively and qualitatively. The proposed algorithm is capable of suppressing salt-and pepper noise as
well as random-valued-noise with good restoration results. It uses the general property of a noise-free image to detect
the noisy pixels which leads to a conclusion that the proposed technique may be treated as generalized noise removal
approach for the digital images. The technique is also capable to deal with high density of impulses in the digital
images.
PSO-based image clustering has been used over the genetic algorithm based clustering because of convergence of PSO
is very fast and its another advantage is ease of implementation. Three evaluation criteria are used to form the fitness
function in the PSO-based clustering. Using the fitness function in PSO-based clustering can give more compact clusters
and larger inter-cluster distance when compared to K-means. In Euclidean distance function, the spatial distance as
well as positional distance is computed to compare the similarity or dissimilarity of any two pixels during grouping of
pixels. The weakness of the method is to determine the optimal values of the user parameters such as the number of
cluster centers and the number of generations. The parameter set of the algorithm is not automatically determined.
The values of these parameters are empirically determined through the observation of the restoration results although
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the noise detection and filtering algorithms are completely dependent on these parameters. The future scope of this
algorithm is searching the optimal values of such parameters using any randomized search algorithm. Another point
is that this algorithm may not work well if the noise is not salt-and- pepper or random-valued-noise with the digital
images.
It has been ensured through experimental analysis that the proposed operator gives better restoration results compared
to conventional operators such as standard median filter (SMF), adaptive median filter (AMF), directional weighted
median filter (DWMF), efficient decision based algorithm (EDBA), improved efficient decision based algorithm (IDBA),
boundary discriminative noise detection (BDND), boundary discriminative noise detection by elimination (BDNDE) and
fuzzy based decision algorithm (FBDA).
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